ACROSS

1  What Inkblot does, often
   Square
10  Tut's game?
14  Legal claim
15  _____ machine
16  One in debt
17  Cookie for Steele?
18  Follow
19  Stoolies
20  Atrios's real profession?
22  It's slightly bigger than Winnipeg
23  Is for two
24  Bush, in his own mind
26  Sharon's bane
30  It's big in Boston
31  2000, to many liberals
35  Iraqi WMD?
39  Man
40  Satisfy
42  Lucas title words
43  Mme leftovers
45  Home of heh
47  Thumper's thing
49  Cars have two or three
50  Bad act?
54  Colorful neckwear
55  McKinney's hair, maybe?
56  Krugman et. al.
62  Carol
63  Bay window (var.)
64  Loathe
65  The 1994 World Cup final could have used one
66  "_____ Lives Forever"
67  Atahualpa's people
68  PC keys
69  Rep. of Kazakh, once, briefly (very briefly)
70  Lost horizon?

DOWN

1  Theme of this puzzle
2  Insustancial
3  Appear
4  13.79 meters
5  What a muckraker does
6  Poet's present
7  Heyl Sadeh, briefly
8  What I did after I slipped and I fell
9  Looked
10  It's 1% of the budget, not 24%
11  Hugo, for example
12  4 Down, over again
13  Canadian rink star
21  "Mighty Wind" words
25  USSR successor
26  Keen
27  Globe rival
28  Attorneys grp.
29  What not to do in comments
32  Moose
33  Strike out
34  Ring victory
36  Where some live and die
37  Basic Educational Opportunity Grant, informally
38  New Zealand has 'em
41  Dean, sometimes
44  It came centuries before the Song
46  What a nun takes
48  Particles that refuse to be excluded?
50  African machete
51  "_____ and his money..."
52  Pick up
53  Spasm
54  Inkblot's heroes?
57  Former #1 Marcelo
58  Swingiest state?
59  Nanny, to some
60  Make an impression
61  Football's Junior